
A diagram illustrating how the rebuild of the three waters and roading infrastructure was to be 

managed and coordinated with other programmes of work in the central city. 
 

 

Lessons learned from one of New Zealand’s most challenging civil engineering projects: 

rebuilding the earthquake damaged pipes, roads, bridges and retaining walls in the city of 

Christchurch 2011 - 2016. 

This document has been provided as an example of a tool that might be useful for other 
organisations undertaking complex disaster recovery or infrastructure rebuild programmes. 

For more information about this document, visit www.scirtlearninglegacy.org.nz 

Central City Rebuild Summary Diagram 
 

Story:  Central City Infrastructure Rebuild  

Theme:  Programme Management 

 

http://www.scirtlearninglegacy.org.nz/


 



 CENTRAL CITY PROGRAMME DELIVERY

Inputs Outputs

SCIRT 
Deliverables

Central City Condition 
Report

Central City 
Implementation Plan

Design Assumptions

Central City Delivery 
Management Plan

Transport Optimisation 
Management Plan

Combined Risk 
Assessment Framework

· Asset Assessment
· Operational Risk from 

CCC MTC teams

· Multi Agency 
understanding of state 
and serviceability of 
the infrastructure

· Central City Draft Recovery 
Plan

· Input from CCC and CERA 
teams developing the 
Blueprints

· Allowed progression of 
critical SCIRT projects to 
secure trunk sewers and 
assets close to failure pre 
finalisation of the overall 
recovery Strategy

· Central City Blueprint
· Anchor project teams

· Allowed concept and detailed 
designs to be produced before 
finalisation of the Anchor 
Project Designs

Final Detailed Design

· Anchor Project Designs 
including ongoing 
monthly reviews between 
SCIRT and the 
Development Directors

· Progression into 
construction 
phase for all all 
projects

· Private Developers needs
· CERA needs including 

draft Anchor Project 
delivery schedules

· CTOC needs
· Business Needs
· Residents needs

· Coordinated & 
consistent approach 
between the 4 Delivery 
Teams across the 48 
Central City Projects

· Inclusion of programme 
Interdependencies  for 
the Anchor Projects 

· Transport Modelling
· CTOC & CERA 

Coordination/
collaboration

· Minimisation of disruption to transport 
network through providing adequate 
capacity

· Defined rules of engagement for assessing 
and approving traffic management

· Work scheduling optimisation
· Optimal use of the LINZ Forward Works 

Viewer
· Weekly progress monitoring and update of 

the Street Level Schedule for early 
intervention of conflict issues

· Weekly assessment of 
critical risks between the 
Clients and Delivery 
Teams

· Joint management of risk
· Early intervention

Central City 
Communication Strategy

· Input from the 3 
Clients, IST Comms 
team and the 4 
Delivery Teams

· High levels of consistent 
stakeholder communication

· Consistency between CERA, 
CCC and SCIRT


